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To better
communicate
in the world with
our Customers
and listen to their
voice: something
everybody needs.
“The customer at the centre of our attention” might seem a banal slogan, but not for the Mattei Group, which decided to push
on the accelerator in an increasingly global and demanding market.
The result is clear to see for all of us: the completion of a matrix organisation, with the addition of a new customer-oriented
sales manager focusing on global business development, the merger of MTA with Mattei took place last November and the new
computerised customer care systems are just some of the examples to explain how Mattei intends to keep abreast of the times
and, in some cases, anticipate them.
In this fifth issue, our journey in the world of the Mattei Group continues: to find
out how we work at the UK branch, to find out the news of the 15 to 22 kW Blade
compressor range, to understand how to build “ad hoc” solutions based on the
demands of our customers.
We do all this together with you, and we feel a certain pride, which is reflected in the
sponsorship of a great champion on the international Superstock motorcycle circuit, a
way to boost our name even further throughout the world.

Massimo Comina
Chief Commercial Officer
3
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NETWORK

MATTEI UK
RUNNING FULL
STEAM AHEAD
Constantly developing over
the years, the group’s UK
subsidiary will be attending
Air-Tech 2016 in Birmingham.
Mattei UK was founded in 1987 and it is not only one of the oldest subsidiaries of the Mattei group, but also
a very active and dynamic one. Mattei UK is centrally located near to Stratford upon Avon, in Warwickshire
and has over time become an increasingly important part of the Mattei network.
The company gained a more visible and significant position in the UK market thanks to the development
of new high performance and energy saving products, as well as the commercial and technical organisation created and guided by managing director Andy Jones: “At present Mattei UK can rely on a staff of 20
people, who are assigned to different business areas: from administration to service activities, from direct
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“Specialisation, selection and versatility
are Mattei’s brand winning elements in
the UK”
Andy Jones, Managing Director - Mattei UK

sales to technical service and maintenance for our supplier support, with a
far-reaching coverage of the country” explains Jones.
Mattei in the UK works across a very wide range of industries and market
sectors:“Specialisation, selection and versatility are Mattei’s brand winning
elements in the UK” This allows us to offer solutions that meet the specific
needs of many industrial sectors: from aggregate and cement production
plants to those for food production, from automotive to the steel industry, from printing to engineering, from petrochemical to electric buses and
trucks and the aerospace industry; the reliability, efficiency and lower running costs of our compressors are appreciated everywhere”.
Mattei UK can rely upon its experience and expertise in the transport sector, in particular in the train and electric bus sectors, that is difficult to find
elsewhere: “In our team there are specialists who works in this specific
sector, where we have the advantageof highly customisable products, that
are considered ideal for packaging to meet an individual customer’s exact
requirements, whilst still offering lower power consumption and noise levels
- Jones continues - Our know-how is increased even more, thanks to the
recent acquisition of Winton Engineering, a company specialising in onvehicle power solutions that convert the energy from the vehicles’ engine
into power that drives additional equipment, such as generators to provide
mobile electrical power, hydraulic pumps and compressors used by emergency service vehicles, mobile tyre fitting companies and utility companies
to power a ranges of pneumatic and hydraulic equipment. The Winton onvehicle power systems provide a reliable and rapid supply of compressed
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air, electrical or hydraulic power at any lo-

Mattei UK will exhibit at Air-Tech Exhibi-

cation where a vehicle can gain access.

tion 2016 to be held April 12-14 at the

Since the acquisition we have developed

National Exhibition Centre (NEC) in Bir-

new on-vehicle solutions: for example a

mingham: this is a particularly important

compressor for front wheel drive vehi-

showcase for the sector. “It is in fact the

cles to be positioned under the bonnet

only one fair in the UK for compressed air

and a lighter engine mounted system for

and it is organised to coincide with seve-

rear wheel drive vehicles, that is perfect

ral other relevant co-located exhibitions.

for vehicles complying with new Euro

We are always excited about the oppor-

VI engines. Last year was the best one

tunities for business development from

in Winton’s history. And, thanks to the-

this event, but this year perhaps even

se new solutions, we are confident our

more so as we will be presenting our full

company will continue to flourish throu-

range of Blade products, along with the

gh 2016 and beyond”.

Maxima Xtreme which is the most energy

One more element that helps Mattei UK

efficient fixed speed rotary compressor

suceed is the variety of services offered to

available on the market along with the re-

our customers: “We are not only able to

volutionary Xpander.

provide service and support on our com-

The UK economy grew reasonably well in

pressors but also on compressors and

the last two years and although this has

other compressed air equipment produ-

slowed a little recently, I think because of

ced by most of our competitors. Moreo-

the uncertainty due to the upcoming re-

ver, we assist our customer with energy

ferendum on whether the UK should stay

audits in accordance with ISO 11011, in-

in or leave the European Union, I am sure

cluding data-logging and the detection of

the exhibition will have a positive result for

leaks within their compressed air system”.

Mattei’s UK business”.

Last year was the best
one in Winton’s history.
And, thanks to these
new solutions, we are
confident our company
will continue to flourish
through 2016 and beyond.
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PRODUCT

WITH
THE NEW
15-18-22
BLADE RANGE
IT INCREASES
IN POWER

HIGH PERFORMANCE,
HIGH EFFICIENCY
AND RELIABILITY IN
A COMPRESSOR WHICH
IS EXTREMELY COMPACT.

7
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“We have worked on the internal layout of the compressor,
focusing on a more functional layout whilst maximising
the reduction in machined components. This has enabled
us to achieve a high-performance compressor, whilst
maintaining compact overall dimensions”.
Eng. Andrea Capoferri, Mattei Technical Office.

With the new range of Blade 15-18-22 compressors,
Mattei provides a quality response to the compressed
air demands of medium-sized enterprises.
“In light of the excellent results obtained with the Blade
4-11 range, Mattei decided to extend the range developing a line of medium power compressors which,
performance wise, are equivalent to the AC 1000 series, but from a design point of view they are technologically advanced and boast an optimal quality / price
/ performance ratio”, explains Eng. Andrea Capoferri,
the person in charge of this new project at the Mattei
technical department.
“We have worked on the internal layout of the compressor, focusing on a more functional layout whilst
maximising the reduction in machined components. –
continues – This has enabled us to achieve a high-performance compressor, whilst maintaining compact overall dimensions”. Compared to the less powerful Blade
range, the new 15-18-22 series gives us more leeway
for customisation, offering a greater availability of solutions. Alongside the basic version of each compressor,
a variable speed version (with inverter) has been developed, one designed to house an integral dryer and
one designed to house the heat recovery kit; the latter
being a system which allows the recovery of the heat
generated in the compression phase and, exploiting a
water / oil heat exchanger, to use it to heat the water for
sanitary or technological uses. The control instruments
are also particularly hi-tech: the new Blade 15-18-22
range is in fact equipped with a state-of-the-art “Mastro XB” controller with graphic display, which allows
the user to constantly monitor, among the multiple values displayed, idle and pressured operations, the oil
temperature, the pressure of the compressed air line,
the operating/load/idle hours in addition to, in the case
of the version with integrated dryer, the dew point temperature of the compressed output from the machine.
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kW

BLADE 15

BLADE 18

BLADE 22

15

18,5

22

bar*

m3/min.

8

2,69

10

2,21

13

2,02

8

3,26

10

2,65

13

2,41

8

3,74

10

3,21

13

2,60

BLADE 15 i

15

7÷10

1,68÷2,65

BLADE 18 i

18,5

7÷10

2,01÷3,18

BLADE 22 i

22

7÷10

2,27÷3,59

dB(A)m1

kg

V/ph

67

560

400/50/3

67

575

400/50/3

67

580

400/50/3

575
66**

590

400-460/50-60/3

600

* Working pressures: 7.5 bar for L 8 bar version - 9.5 bar for H 10 bar version - 12.5 bar for HH 13 bar version.
** Sound pressure level at 1500 rpm.

1330 mm

770 mm

1440 mm

In the new Blade 15-18-22 range, high performance is accompanied by quiet operations and energy savings: “To minimize the noise level of the compressor, we have adopted panels in sound absorbing material. – concludes Capoferri
– The direct motor / compressor coupling results in excellent functioning even at low speeds, with a consequent saving
of energy and quieter operation.”

9
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CASE HISTORY

OPTIMA
CONQUERS
THE ROAD
GIANTS
Mattei compressors unhidden a winning
choice for Transwest, (Colorado, USA),
an important company in transportation
products and services.
Since the late 1980s, Transwest has provided a diverse range of transportation
products and services to commercial and retail customers. Headquartered in
Colorado, in ‘90s Transwest has experienced a great development which led
it to expand its market across the United States and Canada, offering sales
and services for heavy- and medium-duty trucks and trailers, cars, SUVs,
RVs and much more and producing a number of specialized truck bodies
under its own Summit brand. Recently Transwest built a new, larger facility
in order to consolidate and centralize the four smaller locations the company
had used previously. The new facility required systems that could operate at
higher pressures and air delivery outputs than previously required. However,
Transwest also wanted a system that was inherently quiet, efficient, and
capable of handling continuous-duty operations. Equipped with John Baker
Sales’ recommendation,Transwest purchased 2 OPTIMA Series 30 hp, 2
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MATTEI’S SOLUTION
John Baker Sales, a Mattei distributor located in Colorado,
worked very closely with Transwest to ascertain the
company’s needs prior to making a product recommendation:
“We conducted extensive research using advanced testing
equipment in order to accurately and precisely gauge the
amount of compressed air Transwest was using at their
old facilities. Measuring the company’s compressed air
and energy consumption was essential in order to identify
the appropriate Mattei product with the ability to meet
Transwest’s compressed air needs at their new facility”.

OPTIMA Series 60 hp,2 Dryers ad 2 Storage Tanks. Air

screw-type compressors use up to six radial and thrust

storage allows the system pressure to remain more stable

bearings, engineered for only 50,000 hours (ASME B-10) of

over time, handle intermittent peak air demands, and lower

life. Optima compressors are equipped with dryers. While

the overall energy consumption of the facility. “Through the

clean, dry compressed air is important in every efficient

use of Mattei’s innovative rotary vane technology - says

and profitable manufacturing and process operation, it

Jay R. Hedges, CEO Mattei Compressors Inc - the OPTIMA

is absolutely vital to body shops, collision repair centers

Series

quiet

and other paint-related applications. This is because air

operation, as compared to typical rotary screw and piston

in the range of 2 – 3% relative humidity is required to use

compressors. The low rotational speed of the compressor,

waterborne paints, which is why dryers were particularly

the high volumetric efficiency and the absence of roller

critical to Transwest’s operations. “Transwest’s new

or thrust bearings, results in energy savings of more than

facility required air compressors that were quiet, efficient

15% as compared to other compressor systems”. “Above

and able to handle continuous-duty operations — and

all Transwest was impressed with the OPTIMA’s no-bearing

Mattei had the solution that addressed all of their needs.

air-ends. In screw compressors, repair costs are typically

- concludes Jay R. Hedges - All Mattei’s compressors

associated with the bearings. Due to the inevitable wear

are direct drive in line and therefore, have a 1:1 ratio

of the bearings, a screw’s rotors eventually touch the

between the electric motor speed and that of the air-end,

cylinders in which they rotate. When this occurs, the air-

which means unmatched energy efficiency and unrivaled

end requires replacement—and the failure of the air-end

performance. Utilizing Mattei’s variable speed OPTIMA

can cost up to 40% of the cost of a brand new unit”. Much

Series means lower operating costs and greater savings

like the connecting rods of an engines’ crankshaft, the

for Transwest. Additionally, the reliability of Mattei’s

heart of the Mattei rotor stator unit (RSU) is the rotor, which

OPTIMA Series provides Transwest with the long-term

is supported by two metal Babbitt bushings that routinely

clean, dry air that is critical to successful operation of the

deliver more than 100,000 hours of life. In comparison,

collision repair facility.”

offers

high-efficiency

performance

and

11
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CASE HISTORY

QUALITY
O-RINGS
REQUIRE
QUALITY
COMPRESSED
AIR
DUCI srl, together with the associated company AFVC,
has represented a reference point in the production of
rubber technical parts for over 30 years. An all-Italian
enterprise which for many years has relied on the
quality of the compressors by Ing. Enea Mattei.
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To obtain a quality O-ring,
the compressed air which
is used in all stages of the
production cycle must also
be free of any impurities.
The Mattei high efficiency
compressors, appropriately
equipped with filter and dryer,
guarantee these high standards,
as well as ensuring a long
working life.

FROM A FAMILY BUSINESS TO A REFERENCE
EUROPEAN GROUP IN THE PRODUCTION OF O-RINGS
DUCI Srl is located in the heart of Lombardy, a strategic
region in the plastic rubber industry, with its headquarters
in Chiuduno (BG) specialising in the production of O-rings
and technical rubber parts. Founded in 1983 by Antonio
Duci, DUCI currently boasts a production of roughly 180
million pieces per year with a turnover of 26 million euro.
In 2000 the Chiuduno plant, with a workforce of about 80
people, was joined by the company Antica Fornace Villa
di Chiesa (AFVC) founded by Antonio Duci and Usvaldo
Paris, with registered office in the province of Nuoro, which
has 130 employees and generates a turnover of 15 million
euro per annum.
A production boasting important figures, which is used in
various sectors, explains Eng. Stefano Mazza of the DUCI
Purchasing and Logistics department: ““DUCI and its associated company AFVC propose excellent quality products certified to ISO 9001, 16949 and 140001 standards.
Ours is an apparently simple product, but in actual fact it
is an indispensable detail for many applications, that range
from the automotive sector to the food, oil-dynamic, hydraulic and mechanical sectors. The quality of our products is also highly appreciated abroad, in fact 60% of our
turnover is generated by foreign sales.”
MATTEI ALONGSIDE DUCI SINCE
IT WAS FOUNDED
The Mattei compressors have supported DUCI since it
was founded and also accompanied the startup of activities in Sardinia with AFVC.
“At present, the AFVC plant has a compressor room
equipped with three machines which are used for the supply of compressed air in all stages of the production cycle
13
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of the O-rings: from the construction
of the moulds to the stamping of the
finished product, through to the automatic optical selection phase”.
“This refers to the 4000 series and
Optima series models with a power
of 90 kW, capable of managing long
work cycles – comments Flavio Molinari, Italian Sales Manager at Mattei – In both plants the compressor
room has an extra machine which is
only put into operation in the event of
exceptional working loads or a fail-

“At the base of the
lasting relationship
with Mattei, apart
from the undisputed
reliability of its
compressors, there
is also the ability to
provide an efficient
and timely support
service”.
Eng. Stefano Mazza,
Purchasing and Logistics
Office: DUCI srl

ure, so as to avoid production down

in excellent working condition over
time. These are details that boost
customer loyalty and form the base
of a stable and long-lasting relationship” concludes Eng. Mazza.
ECO-SUSTAINABLE
PRODUCTION
DUCI and AFVC are companies
that take their regard for the environment extremely seriously. “Ecosustainability is a value that inspires
the entire production cycles at DUCI
and AFVC. The company constantly

times. ”

invests about 10% of its turnover in

The O-rings constitute a fundamental element for the func-

actions aimed at optimising production processes, also from

tioning of systems, including those of a particularly complex

an energy efficiency point of view. For example, the facto-

nature. “Our company supplies ultimate quality products

ry plant in Sardinia is equipped with a solar panel system”

to guarantee perfect sealing of the components on which

states Eng. Stefano Mazza. “Mattei compressors fit perfectly

they are assembled, whether it is a car or a large valve. To

in a manufacturing philosophy of this kind. The Optima se-

achieve this, all the gears of the production chain must work

ries machines, in fact, are equipped with an inverter, a spe-

to perfection. It is in this context that the high efficiency Mat-

cial mechanism that makes it possible to adapt the function-

tei compressors come into play.” “The compressed air sup-

ing of the machine to the airflow capacities actually required,

plied by Mattei is of excellent quality, thanks to the presence

avoiding useless wasting of energy” continues Eng. Stefano

of filters and driers which improve the performance of the

Mazza.

compressor itself” explains Flavio Molinari.

Flavio Molinari also emphasises this aspect: “Mattei’s Op-

“The compressors used at the DUCI and AFVC plants are

tima series, equipped with an inverter, is managed by means

a guarantee in itself of great reliability which minimises the

of a Maestro XS electronic controller, and designed specifi-

need for maintenance interventions. Furthermore, the sup-

cally to meet the requirements for higher efficient produc-

port service provided by Mattei is truly excellent and has

tion, also in terms of energy. The combination of new gen-

always been characterised by its punctuality and efficiency,”

eration inverter technology and excellent Mattei rotary vane

comments Eng. Stefano Mazza. Mattei avails itself of a net-

compressor efficiency is ideal for the Optima series”.

work of authorised centres that supply original replacement

The special inverter boosts the performances of the Optima

parts: “One of the aspects that satisfied us particularly is

series rotary vane compressors, whose key features include

the extensive availability of replacement parts in stock, even

a low rpm, the direct high-yield four-pole motor coupling and

for less recent machines, which allow us to maintain them

working pressures between 7 and 10 bar.
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MATTEI
renews its image
on the web
WEB

More aggressive graphics, more immediate navigation, extended use of contents: these are the distinctive elements of the
new Mattei Group website that was launched in recent weeks. A significant restyling which the company wanted to put a
hand to in order to boost the impact of its presence on the web.
From the homepage, in fact, the navigator can quickly access the different models of compressors, each cleverly positioned
in relation to their performance and, therefore, the end target. On accessing the product fact sheet, visitors not only
discover the strengths of each series, but they are also guided, with useful comparison notes, throughout the choice of the
compressor that best meets their specific needs.
Again on the homepage, space has been dedicated to the “value proposition” of the Company, through which visitors can
discover the strengths of the unique “vane” technology that characterises the Mattei compressors. It also features the
presentation of the most significant case studies of customers who have chosen the Mattei technology.
The main menu is geared to provide information about the company, products, service activity and the warranties offered
to customers. An interesting and useful study is dedicated to the topic of energy saving, another of the many strengths
of Mattei compressors: from energy efficiency to a reduction in costs (MIEM - Mattei Intelligent Energy Management) and
energy recovery. Finally, the “Resources” section provides a set of useful tools with an introduction and information on
Mattei products and services: from the Vane magazine to the e-books, from FAQs to videos, from press releases to press
cuttings. The site, available in 5 different languages (Italian, English, French, German and Spanish), also has a reserved
area and provides access to the company’s Facebook, Twitter, Linkedin, Google plus and Youtube pages.
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TECHNOLOGY

IN MATTEI YOUR
COMPRESSOR IS
“CUSTOMISED”
When market competition starts to heat up, as in the case of

and the level that one can or must achieve: “Standard customi-

compressors, the ability to offer solutions that are customised

sation consists of the application of one or more among the

to suit the specific uses and demands often turns into a winning

many accessories available. From a design point of view, the

factor that can really make a difference. This is the philosophy

contribution is minimal. It should however be emphasised that

that Mattei has developed over the years with an increasing pre-

this aspect is already often a winning element of our compres-

disposition towards the customisation of its products, up until

sors: the wide range of accessories in our catalogue, to com-

last year when it introduced a whole division dedicated to “Cus-

plete the pump unit, is an added value of Mattei compressors

tom Projects”, which was formerly part of the company’s Tech-

compared to those of its competitors. When a Mattei customer

nical Department. The team leader is Lorenzo Sangalli.

makes a purchase, he already has a wide choice of solutions for

“The degree of customisation of a Mattei compressor is ex-

the compressor that best meets their needs”. From this point

ceptionally high. – he explains – This is due, firstly, to the vane

forward, the Custom Project division comes more directly and

technology that is the core essence of our compressors, which

proactively into the picture: “We can confirm that 80 percent

makes them more simple to operate, more compact and, in a

of the requested customisations mainly concern the drive as-

final analysis, more easily customised to suit specific demands,

pects. Our motors are mainly electrical. For special applications,

unlike the screw versions”. The customisation process of a

on the other hand, we receive requests for the coupling of the

compressor is highly differentiated, as to the degree required

compressor with electrical motors with specific characteristics
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or hydraulic motors, based on the specifications expressed by the customer”.
But the level of difficulty does not stop there: “There is indeed an additional
level of customisation required, in which our standard compressor represents no
more than 20 percent of the final setup. – explains Sangalli – In these situations,
the interfacing of our design department with the customer takes on a fundamental role. The demands become particularly specific, as well as the absolutely

“When a Mattei
customer makes
a purchase,
he already has
a wide choice
of solutions for
the compressor
that best meets
their needs”.

unique and different characteristics requested, which can refer to environmental
conditions, the temperatures of use, the hazard based requirements of the process in which a compressor is used. This opens the door to a world of variables
which must be explored side by side with the customer to identify the solution

Lorenzo Sangalli,
Custom Project
Division Manager

that is truly tailored to fit like a glove”.
In particular, there are three areas of application where Mattei’s experience plays
a key role, ranking the Milanese company at the top of the international market.
“First and foremost, the transit and vehicle industry.

This application sector requires small size and easy to maintain pumping units,
like the Mattei compressors. Moreover, the compressors are required to endure
frequent thermal shock and strong vibrations”. Alongside the vehicle industry
there is the manufacturing sector, with specific reference to foundries, mainly
aluminium: “In this type of industry compressors must operate in extremely harsh

LEVEL I
LOW

customisation

LEVEL II
MEDIUM

customisation

LEVEL III
HIGH

customisation

10 % 80 % 10 %

environmental conditions: from high temperatures to electromagnetic fields, from
the presence of abundant dust to airborne aluminium residues. The expertise
acquired through years of collaboration with top enterprises in this sector has
led us to develop highly specific know-how and to build compact machines,
which guarantee excellent performance and optimal reliability over time”. Finally,
the gas sector: “It is an area Mattei has focused more recently, but with pleasing
results. The customisation in this industry is mainly at the service of safety. For
example, the parts of the compressor which usually are made of brass, are made

transit
and vehicle
industry

50%

aluminium
foundry
industry

20%

gas industry

20%

other

10%

of stainless steel; the control equipment must be correctly remoted to prevent
accidental explosions. For these reasons, for gas applications, each customisation request is always preceded by a thorough feasibility study, which takes into
account the many factors involved”.

...

17
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CASE HISTORY

AUTOMOTIVE:
COMPRESSED
AIR MATTEI IS
THE PROTAGONIST

Eight compressors
of Maxima and Optima
series purchased from
2005 to today. CIE
Vilanova chooses
Mattei technology
for the production
of dieThroughout
cast aluminium
the year, CIE Automotive has
components.
and manufacture of quality components a

Multitechnology p

powertrain, chassis and steering, and inter
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The first Mattei compressor was pur-

components for the automotive sec-

chased in 2005. Some years later,

tor intended for clutch box, gear box

between 2011 and 2014, 6 more Op-

and steering box or for parts of the

tima and Maxima series compressors

same motor and spare parts. A spe-

were purchased. And, in the last few

cialisation awarded by the market,

weeks, a new Maxima 110. IT IS the

with the supply for the most impor-

evidence of a partnership built and

tant European automotive brands,

developed over time between Mattei

that brought the company to develop

España and Componentes Villanova,

up to the actual dimension over time,

Spanish industrial company that is a

with more than 220 employees.

reference point in the production of

In 2002 the company became a

die cast aluminium components for

member of CIE Automotive Group, a

automotive sector. A partnership cha-

Spanish group in the stock market list

racterised by the satisfaction for the

of Madrid and Mumbai, specialised in

supplied

performan-

the manufacture of high value-added

ces, as well as a wide range of con-

components and processes for auto-

sulting services that, from the study

motive industry, with an overall tur-

and analysis of the customer needs,

nover of more than 2 billion and 100

including the installation and imple-

million euros and factories located all

mentation, proceeds with a constant

over the world. From design to pro-

attention in the after-market service.

totyping and production in series,

Founded in 1958 with the name In-

using the most modern equipment

dustrias del Mediterraneo S.A. (IMSA)

and technologies, CIE Automotive

and later modified in Componentes

Group completely covers the pro-

Villanova S.A. with its headquarters

duction of all aluminium, metal and

in Catalan region industrial heart,

plastic components and equipment

just a few kilometres from Barcelo-

used for motor, transmission, frame

na, this company is specialised in

and fittings of cars and commercial

the production of die cast aluminium

vehicles, working with brands such

compressors

“Mattei compressors are more efficients for
the manufacturing process. In particular, they
are used to chill and clean the mould after
every high pressure die casting procedure...
Their use allows a reduced electrical
energy consumption and a higher reliability,
minimising
thethe
maintenance
motive has maintained its product line,
based on
design operations.”

ogy products

mponents and subassemblies relatedLuca
to Ferreres,
enginesMattei
andEspaña manager
, and interior and exterior trims.
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Group has sought to develop multitechnology projects, in
rom one of its main competitive advantages. In this regard,
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as Renault, Chrysler, Daimler, Ford, Volkswagen, General

CIE C. Vilanova facility around 60 high pressure plants

Motors, Nissan, quoting the most important only.

work simultaneously”.

In Vilanova i la Geltrù facility, which covers a roofed

For this function Maxima 110 Mattei compressors are

area of 36 thousand square metres and that is the used: “Their use allows a reduced electrical energy
and powertrain
most important branch of the group for the die ca- consumption and a higher reliability, minimising the
motive is a leading
supplier of forged crankshafts, ecological filter housings,
sting specific sector, mechanical manufacturing and maintenance operations. - explains Ferreres - The achead covers,assemblies
drive shaft
components
and cooling
components.
are also
carried out and moulds
used in curate
study of the energy consumption with the cuproduction are manufactured.
stomer
brought us to consider
thisas
compressor as the
design and manufacture:
oil pumps, various engine
components
(such
“Mattei compressors are more efficents for the manu- perfect solution for the company, also in terms of quick
ts, crankcases,
engine-balancing shaft, cylinder head covers, support, common rail
facturing process. - explains Luca Ferreres, Mattei Spa- return on investment”.
and others), nish
gearboxes,
differential
gearboxes
andThesoundproofing.
In 2004,
newfor a difbranch manager,
with headquarters
in Barcelona
three Optima compressors
were installed
- In particular,
theyas
are new
used to engine
chill and clean
the mould
ferent function: “Their modules,
variable speed oil
allows to keep a
were developed,
such
covers,
wheel-balancing
after every high pressure die casting procedure. A great constant pressure even in case the request of compreses in aluminium
and sheet plates and forgings for shudderless constant velocity
amount of compressed air is needed, because in the

sed air is modified”.

and steering
motive is leader in bearings, steering and brake actuation components. We also
w opportunities in suspension arms and subassemblies.
roducts in this area are: minicorners and steering parts, brakes, suspension,
s and anti-vibration components.
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OVERVIEW

IN 2016
MATTEI
JUMPS ONTO
THE SADDLE
WITH ROB
HARTOG
Mattei SpA is revving its engine ready for the
2016 season. And it does so by jumping onto
the saddle of the motorcycle ridden by the
Dutch champion Rob Hartog.
The Italian company, a world leader in compressed air sector with its rotary vane compressors, has signed a sponsorship deal with
the Hartog team; the star will make his world
championship debut this year with the new
Kawasaki Ninja ZX-10R racing for the HartogJenik Against Cancer team. “This year Mattei
decided to partner up with the young cham-

The Italian company
is among the technical
sponsors of the Dutch
motorcycle champion
for the FIM Superstock
1000 championship.

pion Rob Hartog during his new adventure
in the Superbike league, together with many
other major names in international industry –
comments Giulio Contaldi, CEO at Mattei SpA
– Linking the Mattei brand to such a winning
name as Hartog’s is a totally new challenge for
us, and one we hope to win”.
Rob Hartog, born in 1992 and the nephew
of Wil, the first Dutchman ever to win a 500
race in Assen back in 1977, is a highly promising youngster racing at world class level,
who distinguished himself in 2015 by gaining
points in almost every race and finishing 10th
in the ranking of the Superstock 600 European
championship in his debut year.

COMPRESSED AIR SINCE 1919
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PARTNERSHIP

REFEEL:
A PARTNER
FOR ENERGY
EFFICIENCY
The awareness
concerning energy
saving and reduction
of consumptions that
characterises Mattei
compressors is also
reflected in the choices
made by the company
for its own plant facilities.
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Sustainability is first and foremost a cul-

in the medium-long term. This partner-

tural approach that, as such, completely

ship has two main objectives: to reduce

permeates the choices that a company

relative consumptions (in terms of energy

makes, both at a strategic and operatio-

per unit of production) and reduce energy

nal level. For some time now, Mattei has

costs. “It was however essential for our

pursued an energy efficiency based mis-

energy partner to guide us on this mission

sion with its compressors, presenting it-

– comments Mattei - and also to achie-

self as a qualified partner for companies

ve these results without allocating any in-

in this area. And given its well-established

ternal resources, allowing us to continue

energy saving oriented culture, it follows

to focus on our core business”. A requi-

that Mattei would, in turn, also underta-

rement immediately appropriated by Re-

ke an internal process of reducing energy

Feel. And the first important results were

consumption by intervening in a structu-

achieved in a very short period of time.

red and comprehensive manner on the

“We installed an accurate monitoring sy-

production sites, on the plant systems

stem that allowed us, through the analysis

and the production processes. To do so,

of the collected data, to identify certain

however, it was essential to be able to

anomalies in consumption. – explains the

depend on an operator who could distin-

CEO at ReFeel, Carlo Maria Magni – The-

guish itself for its long-term vision. Hence

se critical issues were resolved imple-

in June 2014, this led to the collaboration

menting behavioural-management type

with ReFeel, a company operating in the

no cost and immediate return solutions,

energy efficiency sector with 2 offices in

resulting in a 5% reduction in the energy

Italy and 5 offices around the world, and

consumptions recorded until then”. The

a team of over 30 professionals. What

second step was a revamping of the hea-

motivated Mattei most in choosing Re-

ting system at the Zingonia-Verdello plant:

Feel was mainly its innovative approach

“The Energy Management consulting ser-

to the subject: “A step needed in order

vice – continues Magni – has allowed us

to reduce consumptions and measure

fine-tune the dimensioning of the new sy-

the same. Only by measuring
consumptions is it possible
to accurately define the energy absorption of the various
centres

of

identify

the

consumption,
most

critical

problems, evaluate the best
energy efficiency solutions
(firstly managerial - at zero
cost - and later technological) and accurately quantify
the results obtained by encouraging a process of continuous improvement. This is
the method that sets us apart
and that we also proposed to
Mattei” emphasises the CEO
at ReFeel, Carlo Maria Magni.
In particular, Mattei needed

“Only by
measuring
consumptions
it is possible
to accurately
define the
energy
absorption of
the various
centres of
consumption,
identify the
most critical
problems,
evaluate the
best energy
efficiency
solutions”.

to find a serious and capable
partner, with which to face
an energy efficiency mission

stem, decreasing the cost
of investment, thanks to a
correct calculation of the
heat demand of the structure and the generator capacity, reduced by 45%.
We are waiting for the conclusion of the heating season to quantify the results
of the new plant system”.
Finally,

we

started

an

analysis of an intervention
on one step of the production process, which is still
in progress: “It is, in our
opinion, an extremely critical and strategic phase in
terms of energy efficiency.
Once fully operational, it
will make it possible to re-

Carlo Maria Magni,
CEO at ReFeel

duce energy consumptions
by a further 14%”.
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welcomeadv.it

Blade
15-18-22
Efficiency, versatility,
quietness, compactness.
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FINALLY A COMPRESSOR TAILORED TO THE NEEDS OF MEDIUM-SIZED BUSINESSES
The new 15 - 18 - 22 Blade Series is the perfect solution for the compressed air needs of medium-sized businesses.
Mattei’s design concept and its rotary vane compressor technology combined with a directly coupled electric motor has
allowed the creation of a machine characterised by its compact design, high reliability, low maintenance costs, high
efficiency and quietness. Mattei is able to offer a complete range of solutions thanks to the availability of several versions
of this Blade compressor – base mounted, as a fixed speed or inverter driven variable speed unit, with integrated dryer and
heat recovery kit options. The Blade is also fitted with the latest generation “Maestro XB” controller with digital display
making it possible to set up different operating parameters and provides a continuous monitoring of the compressor.

www.matteigroup.com
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